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Selected for luxury
apartment complex

Tap into the
new Raymor
range
Planning
for a super
retirement

Urbane
Reflecting the contemporary Australian
lifestyle, the Urbane collection
achieves a simple sophistication
and enduring quality, making
it a compelling choice
for your home.

CAROMA CLEANFLUSH®

A CLEANER CLEAN HAS ARRIVED
The unique rimless design from Caroma delivers a breakthrough flush solution and includes
the following innovative flush and flow technology:

Sculpted Flow
Contour for superior
washdown

Innovative Flow
Splitter for optimum
wash coverage

Flush flow matched in
performance to our
optimum sump design

Flow balancer
that controls and
directs the flush

The result is the ultimate flush and washdown performance,
creating a more hygienic, optimum bowl clean.

See the flush in action or the full Cleanflush range
and specifications, visit caroma.com.au

Urbane Cleanflush
Invisi Series II®
Wall Faced Suite

Urbane Cleanflush
Wall Faced Suite

Equipped with
all the tools you need!
Download the Caroma Plumbers’
Handbook App today, or enter

www.plumbershandbook.com

into your device’s internet browser

Tradelink Support Centre
1051 Nudgee Road, Banyo Qld 4014
Locked Bag 71, Virginia BC Qld 4014
Phone 07 3260 9777
Fax 07 3260 9750
To find your nearest branch
please visit:
tradelink.com.au
or call 1800 PLUMBING
Not all products advertised in this issue
will be stocked by your local Tradelink
branch. However, if you are interested
in a particular item, orders can be easily
arranged. All information was correct at the
time of printing.
The opinions, advice and information
contained in this publication may not
necessarily be those of Tradelink Pty
Limited. They are solely offered to provide
information to its customers. Tradelink
does not invite any person to act or rely
upon such opinions, advice or information.
Tradelink excludes liability for any such
opinions, advices or information. Readers
should rely on their own enquiries in making
any decisions about any of the products or
services referred to in this publication.

From the Editor.
Happy New Year! From everyone at
Tradelink, we hope you had a safe and
relaxing break over Christmas.

Speaking of impressive new sites, dBlue

The summer 2017 issue of Tradelink’s
Unplugged magazine is packed full of
hot reads including the latest products,
handy info on running your business
and what’s been happening across the
plumbing industry.

being built in Norman Park in Brisbane.

Somebody who knows a thing or two
about the plumbing industry is King’s
Plumbing owner Chris King, who has
been in the plumbing game for more
than 30 years. Read the story on page
10 to find out more about Chris and
what he loves about his job.

28. And on page 29, get the lowdown

We’ve relocated our Tradelink Waterloo
branch to a bigger, better site in
Alexandria that’s jam-packed with great
features! Read the story on page 8 to
find out more.

or ideas for stories you’d like to see in

Tradelink is a trademark of Tradelink Pty
Limited ABN 29 000 003 832 trading as
Tradelink Plumbing Centres and a member
of the Fletcher Group of Companies.
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MOVING ON UP

Do you like us?
Then like our
Facebook page!
Find us at facebook.com/
tradelinkplumbingcentres, or
simply type ‘Tradelink Plumbing
Centres’ into your Facebook
search bar.

was selected as the acoustic drainage
system for a luxury apartment complex
Get the scoop on the project on page 14.
If you’ve got your sights set on a smooth
retirement, you won’t want to miss our
handy guide to superannuation on page
on how to protect yourself and your
business from cybercrime attacks.
We’re always keen to know what you
think, so drop us a line at marketing@
tradelink.com.au with any feedback
Unplugged.
Until next time,
Ed.
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2016 Tradelink
Christmas
Drawing
Competition
winner
We’re pleased to
announce Amy Goodall,
aged 10, from Five Dock,
NSW is the winner of the
2016 Tradelink Christmas
Drawing Competition!
Congrats Amy.

Cover image: “Reside by Mosaic” Mosaic Property Group
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We’ve given
our Customer
Service Promises
a refresh
to continue
improving our
service to you!
Here at Tradelink, we’re serious about
being the best in the business, and are
committed to improving our offering
and service to you.
We put ourselves on the line last year
with ‘Our Promise to You’, raising the
bar on customer service with six key
promises. The promises set a minimum
standard that we accept to ensure
you always get consistency in service,
product choice and product availability
– no matter what Tradelink branch you
shop at.
Since then, you’ve told us that there
are other things we need to improve on
to ensure we are easy to do business
with. With your feedback in mind, we’ve
reviewed our promises to ensure they
are about the things that matter to you.
We know keeping you sweet means
keeping our promises, so if you catch
us breaking one, make sure you let us
know! You’re our top priority and we’re
committed to making your experience
with Tradelink the best it can be.
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So without
further ado, let
us introduce Our
NEW Promise
to You!
1000+ everyday essentials in
stock, always.
If not, we’ll give you a $50 credit.
Always stocking the products you use
and need every day is a bit of a nobrainer. You’ve told us what products we
need to have on hand and we’re going
to make sure they’re available in every
branch – if not, we’ll give you a $50
credit.
Our NEW 1000+ everyday essentials list
is based on feedback from customers
like you and we have a specific list of
items for each state, because plumbers
working in Tassie need different stuff
than those working in Katherine! You’ll
find these lists on our website.
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Orders ready for pick up in 30
mins or delivered within 2 hrs.
Or we’ll give you a $50 credit.
We know that you’re busy and don’t
have time to wait around for us! Failing
to get you what you need, when you
need it affects your business and can
cost you money. So, we promise to
have your orders ready for pick up in
30 minutes or delivered within 2 hours.
If not, we’ll give you a $50 credit.

Accurate quotes.
You pay what we quote.
We promise that you’ll pay what we
quote, no questions asked. You’ve
told us that it’s frustrating when
we quote you a price, then charge
you a different price. So, if there’s
a discrepancy between the invoiced
price and your quote, show us a copy
of the quote and we’ll credit the
difference within 5 business days.

Credits processed within
5 days.
We know that we need to be more
efficient when processing credits for
goods returned and overcharges on
your account, and we’re determined
to improve this. So, whether you’ve
returned goods or there’s an overcharge
on your account, we promise to process
the credit within 5 business days.

We’ll answer the phone within
5 rings.
This one’s pretty simple, really. You
need us to be available when you call us.
So, when you phone us during trading
hours, we promise to answer the phone
within 5 rings.
Our extended Customer Service
Promises are just one of the ways we’re
working to improve our offering and
service to you.

Moving on up!
We’ve relocated our Tradelink Waterloo
branch to a bigger, better site in Alexandria
that’s jam-packed with great features!
The Tradelink Waterloo branch recently
relocated to the trendy suburb of
Alexandria in Sydney’s CBD. The new
branch features a ‘flagship’ showroom
displaying a wide range of quality
bathroom, kitchen and laundry products
from leading brands, along with a large
warehouse with a drive-through facility
with Gantry Crane to support Sydney’s
commercial market.
What’s more, from early 2017 the
branch will be co-located with
Tradelink’s sister company, Laminex –
Australia’s leading manufacturer and
distributer of premium decorative
surfaces – making it easier for you and
your customers to find what you need in
one handy location.
Tradelink’s General Manager of
Operations, Tim Broxham said that
the new Alexandria site, located at
69A Bourke Road, is a great example
of how we’re identifying opportunities
to improve our service offering by
positioning branches in better, more
convenient locations.

“We continually review our sites to
ensure we are in the right locations to
support customers,” he said.
“Alexandria is an up and coming area
at the centre of a regeneration and
redevelopment hub. The ‘flagship’
showroom and warehouse offer
customers a modern and comfortable
space that showcases our exciting new
range.”
Alan Ball, Tradelink’s General Manager,
said proximity to the Waterloo branch
was also a key consideration when
selecting a new location.
“Customers have been using the
Waterloo branch for many years and
we wanted to ensure our move would
provide a better working environment,
easier access for customers and close
enough for it not to be a burden.”
Tradelink has a clear strategy for
upgrading and investing in our network
over the coming years, with a focus
on improving service and convenience
for plumbers and improving our offer

to retail customers with new and
refurbished showrooms.
“We are midway through refurbishing
our entire network of showrooms
with the aim of 100% completion by
September 2017,” said Tim.
“The Alexandria showroom showcases
our broad range of products. Our
showroom refurbishment program is all
about improving the look and feel of our
showrooms, so that plumbers can be
confident in sending their clients to us
for product selection,” said Alan.
“The style and refit of the Alexandria
branch shows Tradelink’s ongoing
commitment to improving customer
experience, ensuring we remain in the
locations that matter to our customers
and supporting the growth of new
branches in areas where customers
require a more localised service
offering”
Not only are we planning to revamp our
entire network of 200 plus branches
over the coming years, we also have
bold plans to significantly expand our
national footprint by 20 new branches
annually for the next few years.
We’ve got loads more branches opening
up, relocating and getting a revamp over
the coming months, so keep an eye out
for what’s happening near you!
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MPGA voices asbestos message
Master Plumbers and Gasfitters Association of Western Australia team
up with member plumber and musician, Dean Harnett to raise funds for
asbestos related disease research.
Asbestos presents a serious community
health risk, particularly to those working
in the plumbing and construction
industry and Master Plumbers and
Gasfitters Association of Western
Australia (MPGA) has continued to
throw its weight – and the singing voice
of one of its member plumbers – behind
research into asbestos related diseases.

Dean and Brett said it was heartwrenching to talk with families of people
who had died from mesothelioma and
both were keen to do all they could to
help raise awareness.

Singer-songwriter and plumbing
contractor, Dean Harnett penned a song
'Mystery Blue' in memory of a friend’s
father who died from mesothelioma
and recently became one of the MPGA’s
key representatives for the fundraising
campaign that involved sales of the
'Mystery Blue' CD and an online crowdfunding appeal.

MPGA Chief Executive, Murray Thomas
said the Association was keen to put
their weight behind the cause to help
spread the vital message about the risks
of asbestos to plumbers and members
of the public.

Along with MPGA’s fundraising efforts,
Dean also participated in the Asbestos
Diseases Society of Australia’s (ADSA)
week-long annual Walk for Research
and Awareness between Geraldton
and Perth. He was joined for a day of
the walk by former Fremantle and St
Kilda AFL player, Brett Peake, who now
works with the MPGA’s training division
as a field officer mentoring plumbing
apprentices.

The MPGA’s recent fundraising efforts
resulted in more than $12,000 being
raised and donated to ADSA.

“It is estimated that up to 50,000
Australians will be directly impacted
by asbestos-related diseases over the
coming decade,” Mr Thomas said.
“While the bulk of sufferers in the past
have been those directly exposed to

asbestos products through mining
or working in manufacturing and
building, the next wave will more likely
involve people who undertook home
renovations, including homeowners and
tradespeople.
“Official estimates indicate that up to a
third of the homes in Australia contain
some level of asbestos and it is vital
that we provide ongoing education and
awareness so people can recognise
where it might be and the correct safety
measures required to minimise the risks
of exposure.”
The funds raised were combined with
additional donations and presented
by ADSA to Dr Anna Nowak, a worldleading mesothelioma researcher
and oncologist who works with the
University of Western Australia and Sir
Charles Gairdner Hospital in Perth.
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MPGA and ADSA representatives at the cheque donation ceremony.

Dean’s song 'Mystery Blue' is available on YouTube.
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Chris King, Kings Plumbing
We get up close and
personal with Chris
King, owner of Kings
Plumbing to find
out what he loves
about working in the
plumbing industry.
Tell us a bit about yourself and
Kings Plumbing.
Kings Plumbing is a family owned
and operated business that has been
servicing the plumbing and gas fitting
needs of the Great Southern Region in
Western Australia for over 30 years.
We carry out all aspects of plumbing
including small maintenance jobs, gas
installation and maintenance, backflow,
storm water, septic, sub-divisions, new
housing, construction, commercial,
roofing and guttering.
I started out as an apprentice in the
plumbing industry at the age of 16 and
established Kings Plumbing in 1983 along
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with my wife Kristina, who takes care of
the administration side of the business.
What motivated you to choose a
trade?
I wanted to work in a hands-on trade
with plenty of variety and thought
plumbing work would have enough
variety in it to keep me from ever
getting tired of it. To this day I still love
the trade I chose.
How do you like to start your day
and what does a typical day in
your job look like?
My day starts around 6am. I like to go
over quotes before the rest of the team
arrive to start for the day.
As most plumbers would know, there is
never a typical day in a plumber’s life as
our work is so varied. We also rely on
the weather to determine where we will be
working – living in Albany you sometimes
get three seasons in one day! So no two
days are the same.
What do you enjoy most about
your work?
I love the challenge of quoting on
large tenders, winning them and then
watching everything unfold from start
to finish, knowing the work has been

carried out to the highest standard and
finished on time and within budget.
What keeps you motivated?
My family and the team keep me
motivated. Whether they are office
staff, plumbers, apprentices or
contractors, our employees usually stay
with us for many years and become part
of the Kings Plumbing family.
What do you like to do in your
spare time?
In our spare time, Kristina and I like
to spend time with family and friends,
sharing great food, wine and plenty
of laughs. When possible we love to
hook up the caravan and hit the great
outdoors.
Find out more about Kings Plumbing on
their website kingsplumbing.net.au

“Our employees usually
s
stay with us for many year
and become part of the
Kings Plumbing family.”

Tested
WaterMarked to AS 1628
Suitable for potable water
Dezincification resistant brass
PN 16
 Untested
 Not WaterMarked
 Not suitable for potable water
 Standard brass
 Low PN ratings

Is it worth the risk?
With Zetco’s new range of tested DZR brass swing check valves,
licenced plumbers can be assured that they are fulfilling the
requirements of AS 3500. Available now in sizes 15mm to 100mm.
Full specifications are available at www.zetco.com.au

IAPMO WM-022360
AS 1628

AUSTRALIAN REGISTERED DESIGN 14976~14984/2013

Quality
ISO 9001

Innovative
Valve Solutions

1300 659 639
enquiries@zetco.com.au
www.zetco.com.au

PRODUCT NEWS

Tap into the new Raymor range!
Raymor’s bold new
tapware range adds a
touch of class to any
bathroom, kitchen or
laundry!
Raymor has developed a brand new
series of tapware to their range that
is sure to impress even your fussiest
customer! With the innovation, quality
and design Raymor is famous for, the
new tapware collections will add a
touch of class to any bathroom, kitchen
or laundry.
The sleek square Sigma collection
combines contemporary design with
the quality and superior engineering
that you’ve come to expect from
Raymor. The smooth square edges

offer a sleek look and low maintenance
cleaning without compromising on
style. Available in chrome or matte
black, the Sigma collection includes
basin, tower and shower/bath mixers,
and 160mm and 220mm wall spouts.
For a modern spin on a classic look,
your customers will love the new
matte black Raven collection. Black
tapware continues to grow in popularity
and gives any bathroom a bold finish
that is stylish and sophisticated. Like
the Sigma, the Raven collection also
includes basin, tower and shower/bath
mixers, and 160mm and 220mm wall
spouts.

Sigma Basin Mixer (150001)

When it comes to kitchen tapware
that’s functional and looks great, then
the new Madison and Dublin sink mixers
are a stand out choice! The Madison
features a pull out spray and the Dublin
a pull down veggie spray – great for
washing veggies and fruit or giving dirty
dishes a thorough rinse.
Whether it’s for a reno, a new build or
just a bit of spruiking, Raymor offers
your customers more of what they
want. With the addition of the new
tapware to the range, Raymor offers
even more choice, more quality and
more value.

Madison Sink Mixer (137436)

Raven Tower
Basin Mixer
(150016)

Dublin Sink Mixer with Veggie Spray (137437)

to grow in
Black tapware continues
bathroom a bold
popularity and gives any
phisticated.
finish that is stylish and so
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Raymor has been a feature in Australian
bathrooms, kitchens and laundries
for more than 60 years and is the first
choice for many tradesmen, architects,
designers and homeowners.
Check out the new Raymor range at
raymor.com.au

Iplex Stormwater White
– the new Green
Iplex now offers a full range of white Stormwater pipe from DN75 to DN375,
with the newly introduced DN225, DN300 and DN375 now available.
The Iplex range holds the best Green credentials in the market. Iplex’s
Stormwater range provides every installation with a professional finish.
• WaterMarked to Australian Standard AS/NZS 1254
• BEP PVC certified for use in all GBCA Green Star
rated projects
• First Australian PVC pipe to be supported with an
Environmental Product Declaration to ISO 14025
and EN 15804
• Proudly manufactured in Australia
• 100% recyclable

AVAILABLE
NOW

Phone: 13 80 40

IPX/154-TL

www.iplex.com.au

dBlue selected for new luxury
apartment complex
dBlue was selected as
the acoustic drainage
system for a luxury
apartment complex
in Norman Park,
Brisbane.
Sunstar Plumbing & Drainage was
awarded the plumbing contract for a
luxury apartment complex being built
in Norman Park, Brisbane and chose
Tradelink’s exclusive drainage solution
– Akatherm dBlue – as the acoustic
drainage system.

“Reside by Mosaic” Mosaic Property Group

PROJECT
RESIDE BY MOSAIC
TOTAL PROJECT VALUE
$15 MILLION
DEVELOPER
MOSAIC PROPERTY GROUP
BUILDER
MOSAIC CONSTRUCTION
PLUMBER
SUNSTAR PLUMBING & DRAINAGE
The $15 million development of the Reside by Mosaic apartments in Norman
Park, Queensland will feature 21 stylish and spacious two and three bedroom
luxury apartments including two penthouse apartments on the top floor.
Conveniently located on the city fringe, the Norman Park apartments make
good use of their elevated position, offering unmatched 180 degree city and
river views.
Designed by Vabasis Architects, the apartments contain spacious floor layouts
that are up to 260sqm in size – 20 per cent larger than an average apartment
– and will feature large balconies, premium oak timber floors, A/C in all rooms,
stone top benches and European appliances.
Construction is scheduled for completion in early 2017.
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dBlue is a low-noise solution for multistorey buildings, healthcare facilities and
hotels, and is a less time consuming and
complicated alternative to the traditional
method of lagging pipes. It gives
commercial plumbers and their clients
better value and delivers a superior
result.
The Norman Park apartment project is
the sixth apartment complex the Sunstar
Plumbing & Drainage team have used
dBlue on.
Sunstar Plumbing & Drainage founder,
Steve Demeter says they started using
dBlue shortly after Tradelink launched it
to the market four years ago. As a loyal
Tradelink customer for over 20 years and
with experience using a similar system
in Europe, Steve reckons the choice to
switch to dBlue was a no-brainer.
“It’s more convenient to use. It’s great
because the rubber seal doesn’t require
gluing (as with PVC lagging),” said Steve.
Steve said he and his team also receive
great product support from Tradelink
Account Manager, Barry Graham. Barry
and the Tradelink Browns Plains team
even co-sponsored the production of
Sunstar Plumbing & Drainage team’s new
work shirts! The shirts feature the dBlue
and Tradelink logos alongside the Sunstar
Plumbing & Drainage logo.

It’s not just the boss of Sunstar
Plumbing & Drainage who reckons the
dBlue system is great – the team are
also big fans! Plumber, John Posch was
sold on the benefits of dBlue from the
get-go.
“We started off using dBlue because of
its acoustic rating. Everything worked
out really well. dBlue is a lot easier to
use than PVC and more durable,” said
John. “It has saved us a lot of money
and time and means we don’t have to
use soundproof lagging. It’s a piece of
cake to install and you’re not inhaling
any fumes (from the glue used with PVC
lagging).”
John said they will definitely be using
dBlue again. In fact, the Sunstar
Plumbing & Drainage team are planning
to use dBlue again on an upcoming
151 unit complex project in Toowong,
Brisbane.
Sunstar Plumbing & Drainage is a family
owned business specialising in new
construction. Founded and owned by
Steve Demeter, the company currently
employs 24 people and is still growing.
They have provided complete plumbing
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Drainage team have used
and drainage services for government
and non-government organisations,
and building companies in the Brisbane,
Sunshine Coast and Gold Coast regions
since 1993.

To find out more about Sunstar
Plumbing & Drainage, visit
sunstarplumbing.com.au

Acoustic Pipe
Available exclusively at your
local Tradelink branch
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Sanpress Inox –
press-fit to impress!
Stainless steel press-fit technology that delivers
outstanding water hygiene, fast and safe
installation and system durability.
Founded over 100 years ago by Anselm
Viegener, Viega is one of the world’s
most trusted and respected names in
plumbing and heating systems and an
industry leader in press-fit technologies –
and the Viega Sanpress Inox system is no
exception.
The high-performance Sanpress Inox
system utilises 316 stainless steel for
its tube and comprehensive range of

press connectors. The product range
offers exceptional hygiene, easy and safe
installation, precision manufacturing and
German engineered durability.
Renowned for its outstanding drinking
water hygiene, the Sanpress Inox system
offers countless solutions for residential,
commercial and industrial installations.
The system’s pipes consist of highalloy, corrosion resistant stainless steel,
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and, like the comprehensive range of
compatible fittings, are available in sizes
between 15mm to 108mm.
At the heart of the Sanpress Inox system
is Viega’s press-fit technology. The
connectors are pressed with Viega’s
battery powered, portable and practical
press tools in just a matter of seconds,
and are permanently secure, completely
removing the need for brazing of joints.
Along with huge savings in installation
time, this also results in total elimination
of heat, gas and flame from the worksite –
which means improved on-site safety and
no more time-consuming fire prevention
measures!
The press connection’s lightning quick
and easy assembly also helps you save
time on installation. After just three steps
– cutting the pipe to length, installing
the press connector and verifying the
insertion depth – pressing can be carried
out all in one pass. Unlike many other
piping systems, no calibration of pressing
tools is necessary with the Sanpress Inox
system. These features can help you save
up to 75% on labour when compared
to welding, depending on the pipe
dimensions.
The system’s patented and innovative
Smart Connect feature helps you save
even more time and effort by instantly
revealing any unpressed fittings during a
standard pressure test of the completed
installation. This allows unpressed fittings
to then be pressed without draining the
line.
That’s not the only benefit of the Smart
Connect feature – you can also conduct
dry leakage and load testing using
compressed air. This prevents water being
present in the system between installation
completion and commissioning, setting
new benchmarks in hygiene.
For more info, visit the Viega website
viega.com.au
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Viega Sanpress Inox

Stainless steel press-fit
technology up to any challenge!

Available from

viega.com.au
1800 4 VIEGA

Quality and reliability you can stake your reputation on!
Viega Sanpress Inox technology delivers the highest degree of safety, hygiene, ease of use, precision
and durability to the widest range of applications, including potable water, some gases and many
medical, pharmaceutical, food and industrial installations. Sanpress Inox G is designed for bio-gases,
heating and diesel oils and specialty applications. Viega delivers proven long-term joint reliability you
can proudly stake your reputation on …and more work completed in the same time at less total cost.
All Viega Sanpress Inox fittings have the added advantage of the unique Smart Connect-Feature
which makes un-pressed connections easily detected during a pressure test. If your lines go into
critical locations, don’t take risks, make the smart connection. Viega. Connected in quality!

Purified water at the touch of
a button!

Zip HydroTap’s
unique technology
delivers clean, clear
and great tasting
water.
Zip HydroTap combines contemporary
design with the latest innovative
technologies. Featuring user-friendly
operation, Wi-Fi Assist and the groundbreaking 0.2 micron filtration system
that removes contaminants as little as
1/5000th of a millimetre along with any
chlorine taste and unpleasant odours
whilst retaining fluoride, HydroTap
delivers water that is healthy and tastes
great.

Perfectly pure

For decades, Zip has been perfecting
their MicroPurity water filtration
technology to deliver crystal clear, pure
tasting water that’s free from odour
and contamination, all at the touch of a
button! By expertly removing sediment,
volatile organic compounds, lead and
parasitic micro-organisms greater than
0.2 microns (such as cryptosporidium
and giardia), the MicroPurity technology
helps safeguard your customers and
their families.
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ithin the solid
Water is rapidly cooled w
nless steel coils of
aluminium block and stai
the evaporator system.
Efficiently boiled

Irresistibly sparkling

Zip HydroTaps patented PowerPulse™
technology supplies perfect boiling
water using the most efficient way of
heating and maintaining set boiling
water temperature. By delivering
instantaneous small and effective
energy bursts instead of overheating
and cooling (which wastes energy and
results in boiling water at inconsistent
temperatures), Zip HydroTap ensures
the perfect cup of tea, every time!

With Zip’s tailored ColdCore
Compression technology; chilled,
crystal-clear water is transformed into
irresistible sparkling water. As the best
sparkling water is achieved at lower
temperatures, chilled water is jetted into
the center of a solid aluminium block to
produce irregular atomised particles,
which allows for better carbonation
and lightly sparkling water that can be
enjoyed instantly.

Refreshingly chilled

And if that’s not enough, the Zip
HydroTap range also meets the
highest standards of environmental
responsibility and sustainability. With
advanced energy efficiency and best in
class cooling technology, the air-cooled
ventilation system uses up to 53% less
energy than previous models, so water
is never wasted!

For refreshingly chilled water, the Zip
HydroTap Direct DryChilling system
delivers advanced heat transfer using
a lightweight aluminium MicroChannel
Condenser. The water is rapidly cooled
within the solid aluminium block and
stainless steel coils of the evaporator
system – so your customers can enjoy
refreshing cool water, even on the
warmest of days!

Find out more on the Zip website
zipwater.com

ONLY ZIP TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFORMS WATER INTO A FORM
YOU’LL INSTANTLY LOVE.

As world leaders in instant drinking water appliances, Zip invented the innovative HydroTap, the
smart and essential addition for every kitchen. Our integrated Australian-made appliance combines
patented PowerPulse™ boiling and Direct DryChilling with MicroPurity filtration technologies to
create pure-tasting boiling, chilled and sparkling water you will love in an instant.
When water is this convenient and irresistible you’ll love drinking more of it. We call this the Zip Effect.
To improve your hydration and your family’s well-being, discover more at zipwater.com

Rinnai continues to expand
commercial footprint
Rinnai’s growth in the
commercial market
means the future is
bright for commercial
hot water storage
systems.
Rinnai Australia is continuing to expand
its footprint into the commercial
project market as the construction of
a new state-of-the-art manufacturing
facility located next to their Brivis plant
in Melbourne nears completion. The
facility will manufacture next generation
hot water systems and heating and
cooling products, strengthening their
ability to meet demands for both
Australian and international markets.
The construction of the new
manufacturing facility, along with
the recent acquisition of Specialized
Engineering, sees Rinnai continue
their commercial expansion into
air-conditioning with a full range of
packaged and ducted split products
ranging from 12kW to 95kW.

also offer a full range of high efficiency
condensing versions that can help
reduce operating costs.
Recent product developments have also
seen big technological improvements
to Rinnai’s range, with sophisticated
new controllers with LCD display, push
button interface, operational time
logs, extensive temperature range
and BMS fault outputs, to enable easy
management of your water heating
plant.
With a team of highly qualified design
engineers and local technical sales
managers in Rinnai’s commercial division
trained to quickly help you select the
most cost effective product solution to
meet your needs, you know you’re in
good hands.

Commercial projects
The Rinnai commercial division has
produced customised hot water
solutions for a number of challenging

projects across Australia, including the
Soul Apartments in Surfers Paradise,
Ravenhall Prison in Victoria, the Sydney
Cricket Ground and, more recently, the
2018 Commonwealth Games Village on
the Gold Coast.
The Games Village project required a
number of individual systems tailored
to meet the constraints of various
internal plant areas across the numerous
buildings in the village. Rinnai developed
systems for the project that were
powerful enough to meet the short-term,
high intensity hot water requirements of
the bustling athlete’s compound, but also
work for longer term tenants who move
in once the Games are over.
Through these projects, Rinnai have
shown their commitment to achieving
much more than just providing a hot
water plant that meets the set delivery
requirements.
For more information contact Rinnai’s
commercial division on 1300 078 028.

Commercial products
tailored to your needs
With over 40 years’ experience in the
design and manufacture of hot water
systems, Rinnai’s range of commercial
hot water solutions – including Demand
Duo, Manifold Pack, HEX250, warm
water systems, common flue solutions
and solar preheat plants – fit a wide
range of building requirements.
These flexible and modular commercial
systems are manufactured in Australia,
ensuring that the products are tailored
to meet Australian commercial needs,
whether that’s a traditional storage
heater, a bank of continuous flow units
or a completely customised solution.
Each commercial system features
Rinnai’s commercial grade heavy duty
continuous flow water heaters as the
heat source, which can be installed
either internally or externally. Rinnai
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It’s the details that
make the difference
Packed with
top-notch features,
SABdrain’s modern
surface water
drainage system is
versatile, durable and
convenient.

Key features

SABdrain is a modern surface drainage
system designed for rapid removal of
excess water, channelling the flow in a
controlled manner to artificial drainage
systems or natural watercourses.

• Preset pipe connections make
installation easy. Simply cut through
the pre-set pipe connections grafted on
the base and sides of the SABdrain unit
and fix in your PVC fittings. Too easy!

Engineered to meet contemporary
challenges and standards, and devised
in accordance with a design blueprint
to meet professional requirements, the
SABdrain surface drainage system offers
the perfect combination of performance,
durability and convenience.

• Anti-floating profile. Anti-floating
devices on the bottom and sides of the
channel facilitate concrete flow, allowing
installation with negligible floating of the
units.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Interlocking joining system.
Allows units to easily be assembled
without additional fittings, saving you
time and money.
• Superior hydraulic performance. Say
goodbye to silt deposit build-ups with
the drainage system’s smooth round
internal face engineered to achieve
maximum fluidity and lamina, and
provide high flow rates with minimal
turbulence.

• Secured grate fixings. Installed with
an intact locking system, the grate

Polypropylene Channel
Galvanised Pressed Metal Grate
Stainless Steel Wedgewire Grate
Plastic Grate
Cast Iron Grate
Heal Guard Grate
MADE IN
Galvanised Welded Grate
ITALY
Class A - Class G Rated
Sizes - 100 x 50mm to 300 x 300mm

Complies to Australian Standard AS3996:2006

info@sabdrain.com.au

www.sabdrain.com.au
Visit Our Website Or Drop Into
Your Local Tradelink Branch
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fixings prevent unauthorised access
or displacement during vehicular
movements.
• Durability. Engineered for structural
rigidity, SABdrain water drainage
systems demonstrate high strength
under extreme loads with a class rating
complying with AS3996-2006.
• Chemical, rust and corrosion
resistant. Designed to provide high
chemical resistance against acids, salts,
alkaline, fuels, oils and other chemical
agents, the drainage system is also
protected from rust and corrosion.
• A range of grate materials. Choose
from pressed metal, plastic, cast iron,
galvanised metal or stainless steel.
• Ecofriendly. Manufactured using
environmentally friendly practices, you
get a quality solution without disturbing
the ecosystem.
With these great features, it’s easy to see
why SABdrain water drainage systems are
the trusted choice for plumbers!

New from
Stiebel
Eltron:
SHC water
heaters
A decentralised hot
water system designed
to save on energy,
water and space.

save your customers energy, water and
space!
Installed directly underneath the basin
or sink for use in single or multiple
outlets, the SHC units deliver hot water
immediately and more efficiently. With
a more compact design than most
conventional 25 litre storage heaters,
they free up valuable space in the
cupboard.
In many households, a large amount of
energy is wasted pumping hot water
from a central storage tank to its actual
point of use in the bathroom and
kitchen. By installing the hot water right
where it’s needed, you eliminate dead
legs and save water, energy and money –
which makes long waiting times for hot
water to arrive at the outlet a thing of
the past!

Stiebel Eltron is renowned for producing
high quality products and their new
SHC mains pressure storage water
heaters are no exception. Available in
10 and 15 litre sizes, the water systems
offer the unbeatable advantages of a
decentralised hot water system that can

NEW mains pressure storage water heaters
› Small footprint frees up cupboard space
› Point of use installation eliminates dead legs and
guarantees immediate hot water
› Power rating of only 1.6 kW to plug into GPO
› Suitable for 2+ fixture outlets and all tap styles
› Available in two tank capacities: 10 and 15 litres

7 YEAR

WARRANTY

PREMIUM QUALITY
OF ALL PARTS

stiebel.com.au or 1800 153 351
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SHC water heaters are suitable for use
with all hot water taps and both soft
and hard water. The integrated anode
protection ensures a long life for the
enamelled steel cylinder. The SHC water
heaters also come with a generous
seven year cylinder warranty – so your
customers know they are getting a
product they can rely on.
Visit stiebel.com.au or talk to the team
at your local Tradelink branch to find
out more.
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Innovation by ST IEBEL:
SHC 10 & 15 AU

MADE IN
GERMANY

Made in Germany, the SHC tank design
incorporates highly efficient thermal
insulation, providing minimal energy
losses. Once filled with water, it simply
needs to be plugged into a standard
power point and with only a 6.5 amp
current draw, you won’t need special
wiring.

Gutter guard benefits for
commercial properties
Help your customers save on roof and gutter
maintenance costs for their commercial
properties with gutter guards!
An important part of managing
commercial properties for owners
and managers is weighing up the
costs of regular cleaning, repairs and
maintenance against their effect on
capital values and property desirability.
A key area of property maintenance is
roofs and gutters – a build-up of leaves
and debris can lead to serious issues
such as flooding, building damage and
destruction of contents.
Unprotected gutters require frequent
cleaning and because of their height
and size, commercial properties also
typically require special equipment, such
as cherry pickers to conduct cleaning
and maintenance, which can be costly
to conduct and increase the health and
safety risks for workers.

A great way to prevent blocked gutters
and manage these risks is to invest in
gutter guards. Gutter guards can deliver a
number of economic and safety benefits
including:
• Significantly lowering maintenance costs
• Limiting risk of accidents from working
at heights
• Minimising risk of flooding from
storms, hail and heavy rain
• Protection from bushfires
• Saving on insurance claims (increased
premiums and costs not covered)
• Cost of lost business income or
rent (if the premises is unfit for
occupation)
• Protecting capital values by avoiding
damaged gutters

• Keeping unwanted pests out of your
roof spaces.
Blue Mountain Mesh offers superior
quality gutter protection systems that
are compatible with a large range of roof
types and can even be custom made to
suit unusual roof and gutter designs,
making them ideal for commercial
properties. With zinc coated corrosion
resistant steel mesh, the systems are
strong, durable and made to stand the
test of time.
The entire Blue Mountain Mesh range is
also bushfire compliant and conforms to
Australian Standards for the construction
of buildings in bushfire-prone areas and
ember guard protection of sheet roofs.
So, if your customers haven’t installed
a gutter protection system on their
commercial properties, give them a
rundown on how it can help reduce their
bottom line!

Tailored to
ANY roof
ANY location
ANY environment
+ Designed for strength and longevity
+ Matches COLORBOND® steel
& tile colour range
+ Independently tested to last up to 60* years
+ 40 years gutter protection experience

AUSTRALIA’S LEADING GUTTER PROTECTION

bluemountainmesh.com.au

Expert, free advice on our gutter and
ember guard solutions: 1800 612 908
COLORBOND® IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK
OF BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED
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Heat
things
up with
superior
recovery!
Rheem’s range of
5 star rated gas
water heaters deliver
efficiency without
compromising on
recovery.
Getting a callback from an unhappy
customer whose gas water heater isn’t
delivering enough hot water is nobody’s
idea of fun! So, it’s important to know
which product options give the best
recovery to make sure your customer
gets as much hot water as possible and
save you landing in hot water later on!
Customers who want to save on gas
will often switch their old 3 star rated
gas water heater for a 5 star and
expect the same results, but for some
modern 5 star models, the increased
efficiency is often at the expense of
recovery, which can be slower than their
3 star counterparts – talk about a cold
shock for your customers! But with
Rheem’s 5 star gas water heater range,
your customers will get the efficiency
they need without compromising on
recovery.
Each model in the Rheem 5 star water
heater range is designed to suit to
different household needs:
• Rheem Stellar. The Rheem Stellar is
the leader in 5 star gas storage – no
other 5 star water heater recovers
more hot water, faster. With a
recovery rate of 200 litres per hour1,
the Rheem Stellar is ideal for large
families. Plus, your customers can
rest easy with Rheem Stellar’s 10 year
cylinder warranty2.
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• Rheem 5 Star. If your customers are
after something slightly smaller, the
Rheem 5 Star also offers 145L/hour
and is a great choice for mid-sized
families. Along with the Stellar, the
5 Star units are mains pressure, so
they can support several showers or
hot water demands at once – which
is much needed during the morning
rush!
• RheemPlus. The unique RheemPlus
50°C tempered models in the Rheem
5 star range remove the need to
install a separate tempering valve,
making installation quick and easy! It
also makes turning on the tap safer
for your customers! It’s a win-win!

With 5 star efficiency and fast hot water
recovery, the Rheem 5 star range is sure
to keep your customers happy – and you
by extension! Find out more about the
range at your local Tradelink branch.
1.
2.

Based on 45°C temperature rise.
Warranty conditions apply. 10 year cylinder
and SuperFlue warranty, 5 year labour on
cylinder and SuperFlue, 1 year parts and
labour on all other components for domestic
(non-commercial) installations.

COMPARE HOT WATER RECOVERY
(litres/hour at 45ºC Rise)
200

200L

180

185L

160
140
120

130L

145L

145L

100
80
60
Brand/
Model

®

Dux Prodigy
5 Star
(135DB5N)

AquaMax
S/Steel
5 Star

(G270SS-NG)
Energy
Efficiency
Storage
Capacity

®

Rheem
5 Star

(350265N0)

AquaMax
S/Steel
5 Star

Rheem
Stellar®
5 Star

(G340SS-NG)

(850330N0)

155L

130L

5 Star
130L

130L

130L
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Planning for a super retirement
Not sure where to
start with super? Let
our handy guide help
you get the ball rolling!
No matter how much you enjoy your
job, no one wants to be on the tools
for the rest of their life – which is why
superannuation, or ‘super’, is something
everyone should have. Super helps you
save for your retirement so that whatever
you’ve got your sights set on after you’ve
packed up the tools for good – whether it’s
fishing, golf or a road trip around Australia
– you’ll be able to do it!
Super for the self-employed
If you’re self-employed, no law says you
must pay yourself super – but this doesn’t
mean you shouldn’t! Don’t risk relying on
your business to be your super fund. The
last thing you want is to reach retirement

How to
cook up a
franchise
Franchising isn’t just
for burgers and fries!
It could help you grow
your small business.

without a buyer and be left with no nest
egg!
In most cases, you can claim a tax
deduction for your personal super
contributions. Plus, if you put your own
after-tax money into super, you could
receive a government co-contribution,
depending upon how much you earn.
Types of super
The first step is to choose your super fund.
There are many different super funds to
choose from including:
• Retail funds – these funds are usually run
by banks.
• Industry funds – they are ‘not for profit’
funds, which means the profits are
put back into the fund to benefit the
members.
• Self-managed funds – these suit people
who want the control that comes with
managing their own super.
Each fund has different entry
requirements. With most super funds,

If you’re looking to grow your small
business, franchising could be a great
way to do it! Many business owners
have achieved great success through
franchising. After all, one of the world’s
most famous franchises, McDonald’s,
started with just one restaurant.
But before you get too excited,
franchising isn’t always suited to every
business and don’t expect it to be a
quick way to get rich.
Here’s some more food for thought
before you decide to sink your teeth
into the franchising game:
• A successful franchise starts with a
successful and replicable business.
• Your business should be distinctive
(in a good way!) – know what hooks
your customers to do business with
you, and what it is that makes you
stand out amongst your competitors.
• Crawl before you walk – test your
market by trying one new location
first. Whether you choose to test a
different suburb or a city, be sure
your business works somewhere else.
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you can choose to make payments
manually or establish a regular
automatic direct debit from your bank
account.
Super for employees
By law, as an employer, you must
make compulsory payments to a
super fund on behalf of your eligible
full-time, part-time and casual
employees. Payments can be made to
a fund your employee has nominated
or chosen by you (employer
nominated or default fund). The
minimum amount you must pay is
9.5% of their salary.
Now that’s clear, you’d better see that
the rod is rigged, the golf clubs are
polished and the camper is hooked up
to the 4WD – after all, retirement is
getting closer by the minute!
*Always seek professional
advice before entering into any
Superannuation agreement.

• Do your research. Franchising
involves lots of laws and regulations,
and these may differ from council to
council and state to state.
• Consider the minimum standards
you want your franchisees to follow
– it’s more than just placing the same
logo on multiple vans. You’ll need a
structure, systems and manuals that
document your processes and brand
values.
• Do you have the right team in place
to support the shift to the franchise
business model? It will be a big
transition for everyone, not just you.
• Can you afford it? You’ll need your
own capital to open up a franchise of
your business.
• Are you ready to step back from the
tools to focus on the operational side
of your franchise enterprise?
If this sounds right up your alley,
franchising experts can give you the
advice and support you need to get
started. So be sure to make their office
your first stop.

Is your business at risk of a
cybercrime attack?
Staying on top of your cyber security now could
save you a lot of money and stress later on!
Any business with a computer and
internet connection is at risk of
cybercrime – so if you own a computer,
laptop, SmartPhone or tablet, connect
to the internet, have a website, purchase
online or use social media as part of your
business, it pays to make sure you are
protected!
What exactly is cybercrime?
Cybercrime comes in many shapes and
sizes including hacking, online scams and
fraud, identity theft, attacks on computer
systems, and illegal or prohibited
content.
Criminals are usually after valuable
data such as credit card numbers, bank

accounts and addresses to help them
take over existing accounts or open new
fraudulent ones and they could be doing
it from anywhere in the world, making
them hard to prosecute.
How can you protect yourself?
Cybercrime can cost you big time. Aside
from hitting you financially, it can leave
you feeling violated and powerless. But
protecting yourself from cybercrime isn’t
as hard as you might think!
• Get your systems in order. Keep your
operating systems, browsers and
software updated, and have a firewall.
• If you have a wireless network, encrypt
it so that only you and your trusted

employees can access it. Encryption
scrambles your data so that only
authorised people (usually those with
a password) can access it. While you’re
at it, encrypt drives, folders and files.
• Restrict software and administration
rights on your business PCs, laptops,
tablets and mobiles so nothing can be
installed without you authorising it.
• Protect your passwords. Don’t stick
them anywhere obvious like on a postit note to the computer screen.
• Watch your bank accounts. Get
to the bottom of any unexplained
transactions and make sure they are
legit.
If you experience an attack, contact the
Australian Cybercrime Online Reporting
Network (ACORN). Find them online at
www.acorn.gov.au

Sponsorships and donations:
deciding who to support
If you’ve got more
sponsorship requests
than you can handle,
our handy tips will
help you figure out
who to support and
who to decline.
Turning down a request for a
sponsorship or donation can often leave
you feeling like a bad guy, but with so
many community organisations looking
for the support of local businesses,
there’s no way you can say yes to them
all. So how do you figure out which
causes to support and which ones not to?

You need to ask yourself if this will be
a good investment of your money and
possibly time:

4. Do you have anything left in your
sponsorship budget? If the kitty is dry,
then perhaps the answer should be no.

1. Will your customers or potential
customers be at the event you’re
sponsoring, or will it be people who
would never use your service?

If you agree to a sponsorship or
donation, you can always negotiate
what you receive in return. They might
offer you the chance to tie a banner to
the fence for the duration of an event,
but you might ask if you can also have
an announcement made about your
business over the loud speaker.

2. What will you get in return for
your investment? It could be things
like signage on the day, an ad in a
newsletter, the opportunity to speak
on stage, access to their mailing list,
naming rights, or a logo on a uniform.
3. Who else is going to be there? You
don’t want it to turn into an ugly
showdown between you and your
competitors.

Of course, it doesn’t always have to be
about business. You may want to sponsor
an event or make a donation just for the
sake of helping someone out. There’s
nothing wrong with that!
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Solving challenges
the Einstein way!
TradeDoor
Tips
Order online with TradeDoor.
TradeDoor’s online ordering feature allows
you to easily place orders for pick up or
delivery via the online order form.
To place your order online with TradeDoor:
1. In your TradeDoor account, click on
‘NEW ORDER’.
2. Enter your order/job number in the
‘Your Reference’ field.
3. Select either ‘Delivery’ or ‘Pick up’.
4. For delivery, enter the delivery address
details.
Hot tip: If you have entered these
details before, simply click on the ‘Select
address used in previous order’ button
and the address field will populate with
the last address you entered.
5. Select the date and approximate time
you want the goods delivered.
6. For pick up, select the branch you want
to pick up from and the date and time
you will collect your order.
7. Add items to the order by:
–– Adding all items from a document
you have created (e.g. a customer
quote).
–– Adding all or selected items from one
of your templates.
–– Selecting an item from the product
catalogue.
8. Submit the order.
It’s that easy!
Need more help? Check out the TradeDoor
Online Help or call 1800 676 168.

Not on TradeDoor yet? Talk
to your Account Manager
about signing up for FREE
today!
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Facing a challenge
that’s getting the
better of you? Our
‘plumber from the
trenches’ Matt
Reynolds explains how
Einstein and sewer
water can help you
solve it!
There are many factors in a plumber’s
life that can cause stress – job deadlines,
distracted workmates, late payers, those
dreaded phone calls at 4:59pm on Friday
arvo or a million other daily issues. On
their own these stresses are easy enough
to deal with, but combined they can turn
even the most focused mind hazy.
While preparing for the unexpected
is essential in the plumbing game, we
all face problems that lie outside our
personal control from time-to-time that
no amount of positive thinking or silver
bullet will fix. But luckily the ticket back to
sanity can be found in sanitary!
The famous scientist and honorary
plumber, Albert Einstein once examined
a solution of sewer water under his
microscope and set out to explain why
the individual particles were seemingly
random in their movement. Viewed as a
whole, the sewer water appeared to have
no organisation to it whatsoever. It wasn’t
until Einstein separated each individual
particle and studied them independently
that he could make sense of the solution
as a whole.
Individually, each particle moved in a
perfectly predictable order; it was only
when many different particles were

examined interacting together that the
view through his microscope became
unclear. Like Einstein’s microscope,
our minds can become hazy when
overloaded and under pressure but when
we chunk things down and deal with
them individually, things become clearer
and easier to manage.
Feeling overwhelmed occasionally is
completely normal – and some might
argue a necessary part of being a high
performer – but, if it becomes chronic,
your health can really take a hit. The
earlier you recognise when stress is
affecting you, separate each issue into
individual components and deal with
them, the quicker you can stop yourself
from drowning in the details, refocus and
get on with your day.
While adding a shiny new tool to the kit
or downloading the latest app promising
to make life easier might seem like a
great quick fix, the real key to achieving
progress is to take care of your mind first
and maintain a good attitude towards
self-improvement.
As you learn and graduate from smaller
challenges to bigger ones, your ability
to solve harder and more complex
problems increases. Once upon a time,
changing a tap washer might have been
a big deal, but now roughing in a block
of apartments is a breeze. Einstein’s
approach can help you understand
and speed up this process, decode any
problem and reduce your stress!
As Einstein put it: “Life is like riding a
bicycle. To keep your balance, you must
keep moving.”
Matt Reynolds is an award winning
plumber who writes about the game as
an industry insider. You can connect with
him on Twitter @MrMattReynolds or find
him as the Director of XRM Plumbing
Services on LinkedIn.
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Inquiry seeks solutions on late
payments
An inquiry by the ASBFEO is looking into late payment practices of big
businesses and governments on behalf of small business.
As any small business knows, cash-flow
is king when it comes to running a
successful enterprise. In fact, research
suggests 90 per cent of small business
failures are due to poor cash flow, so it’s
no wonder that chasing late payments
can be a major stress for small business
owners, not to mention a waste of time.

The Australian Small Business and Family
Enterprise Ombudsman (ASBFEO) has
heard a lot of complaints from small
businesses that big businesses – and
some governments – are among the
worst offenders when it comes to
paying their bills late. So much so, that
they’ve decided to take a closer look at
this issue.
They’re currently undertaking an inquiry
that’s putting the payment practices of
big businesses and governments under
the microscope. They’re looking at the
trends that have emerged in this area,
the impact these trends are having, as
well as possible ways to fix the problem.
From requiring unfair payment terms
in contracts, to simply not honouring

agreed payment times, a number of
big businesses are basically treating the
little guys as banks by forcing them to
provide interest free-loans in the form
of late paid or unpaid invoices.
Late payments can be the difference
between success and going bust, so it’s
vital that these sorts of unfair payment
practices are stamped-out to ensure
small businesses can get on with the
business of doing what they do best –
running their enterprise.
If your business has been impacted by
late payments, get in touch with the
ASBFEO office.
For more info, visit the ASBFEO website
at asbfeo.gov.au

Drones help construction
projects to soar
Drones offer a
range of benefits for
construction projects.
We dig in to find out
more!
Companies around the world are
using drones to take their businesses
to the next level. Right here, in our
own backyard, drones are also helping
construction projects to soar! Read on
to find out some of the ways a drone
could benefit you!
Help projects get off the ground
cheaply and quickly – instead of
using expensive survey tools, drones
can survey job sites in half the time and

money, and, in some cases, with greater
accuracy.
Give project managers an extra set
of eyes – often faced with managing
multiple job sites at once, project
managers are using drones to monitor
progress and safety from up high, which
means they don’t necessarily have to be
on site to keep track of what’s going on.
Give clients a birds-eye view –
there’s no better way to impress your
clients than to capture your progress
with the high-quality, real-time vision of
a drone.
Keeping workers safe – they see the
hazards and risky work practices that you
can’t, allowing you to identify and solve
issues before they become problems.

Make inspections easy. Drone
inspections are not only cost-effective,
they’re not putting anyone in harm’s
way.
Of course, there are strict laws,
licensing and regulations around the use
of drones for commercial purposes – so
before you fly out and buy one, check
up on the rules for your local council
and state.
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Handling hazardous substances
Keep yourself and your crew safe from harm by handling and storing
hazardous substances the right way.
Handling hazardous substances might
be something you do on the job every
day but these substances have the
potential to cause serious harm to you
and your crew if you get it wrong! So it
pays to stay on top of your hazardous
substances and how to handle and
store them. Here are some of the key
hazardous substances plumbers come
across every day and how to keep you
and your crew safe when handling them!

Solvent cement
Solvent cement is a flammable liquid.
Aside from being a fire risk, it can also
cause health issues including breathing
difficulties, headaches, skin irritations
and rashes, if not handled correctly.
Solvents should always be used in a wellventilated area to avoid breathing in the
vapours.
Protective equipment, such as
ventilation masks, impervious gloves
and safety glasses, is required to prevent
contact with the skin and eyes. Solvent
should be stored in a cool, dry, wellventilated place out of direct sunlight,

and away from incompatible materials,
sources of heat and open flames.
Leftover solvent cement should be
treated as hazardous waste. Refer to
your local council guidelines for more
info.

Gas cylinders
As gas cylinders are stored under
significant pressure, there are a number
of hazards associated with them
including fire or explosion, spontaneous
combustion and asphyxiation. Cylinders
should be stored in a well-ventilated
area (preferably outside) in an upright
position – make sure they can’t fall
over. You should also have a plan
for emergencies and access to a fire
extinguisher.

Caustic soda
Commonly used to clear drains, caustic
soda is corrosive and causes severe
burns. Avoid contact with eyes, skin and
breathing in dust by wearing impervious
gloves and safety goggles, and only
use in a well-ventilated area. Keep
containers closed when not in use and

An MSDS must
be supplied upon
request by the
supplier of the
product.
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check regularly for spills. Do not eat,
drink or smoke in areas contaminated
with caustic soda.

Material Safety Data Sheets
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
outline the basic physical and chemical
properties of a hazardous substance as
well as what to do if first aid is needed
or a spill occurs, safe handling and
storage information, transportation
requirements and any other regulatory
information. The layout of the
document and information captured is
legislated and consistent in each MSDS
– so once you know how to read one,
you’ll know how to read them all! Make
sure you and your team are familiar with
the info in the MSDS before you attempt
to handle the hazardous substance.
An MSDS must be supplied upon
request by the supplier of the product.
Your local Tradelink branch team can
also supply you with a copy and contact
the supplier if you have any additional
questions about the product.

PEOPLE & EVENTS

Taking charge of change –
2016 Queensland Plumbing &
Gas Conference
Over 170 plumbing and gas industry
professionals recently came together
to discuss common issues and ideas,
and drive important industry changes
at the 2016 Queensland Plumbing &
Gas Conference held at the RACV Royal
Pines Resort on the Gold Coast during
31 August to 2 September.
The event was proudly presented
by Master Plumbers Association of
Queensland (MPAQ), the Institute of
Plumbing Inspectors Queensland Inc
(IPIQ), the Association of Hydraulic
Services Consultants Australia Inc
(AHSCA), Backflow Prevention
Association of Australia (BPAA) and
Queensland Gas Association (QGA).
During the Conference, a number of
industry experts gave presentations
on relevant topics including legionella
management, common defects in the
industry, best practice in gasfitting, the
realities of reactive soils, changes for
on-site training with our apprentices and
cashflow dos and don’ts. Presentations
were followed up with a Q&A panel,
giving attendees the opportunity to ask
questions.
This years’ Conference featured a new
on-screen interactive quiz session,
where attendees used their phones

and tablets to complete questions and
compete against fellow guests.
A key highlight of the Conference was
‘trade dating’ where attendees were
encouraged to spend time with trade
stand exhibitors to gain points towards
their interactive quiz tally. A number
of attendees reported they enjoyed
speaking with exhibitors about products
and services they weren’t aware of
before the Conference.
On the second day of the Conference,
attendees had the unique opportunity
to participate in a site-tour of the

RACV Royal Pines Resort, checking
out the boiler systems on the roof,
irrigation system on the golf course,
as well visiting the waterpark and hotel
kitchens.
The Conference wrapped up with a
Closing Lunch Presentation from a
panel of industry body representatives
including the Hon. Mick de Brenni MP,
Minister for Housing and Public Works;
Brett Bassett, Commissioner of the
Queensland Building and Construction
Commission (QBCC); Bill Date, Chief
Gas Inspector for the Petroleum and
Gas Inspectorate; and Robert Sobyra,
Director Evidence and Data for
Construction Skills Queensland (CSQ)
who answered questions from the floor
and kick-started discussions between
attendees.
Overall, the Conference was a big hit,
with nearly all attendees reporting that
they would attend a future Conference
and that it was great value for money.
Not a bad result!
Visit plumbingconference.com.au for
program details and more photos from
the event.
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Industry achievers honoured at
2016 Plumbing & Fire Industry
Awards
Victoria’s top plumbers, fire protection
professionals and companies were
recognised for their achievements
and contribution to the industry at
the second annual Plumbing and Fire
Industry Awards held at the Melbourne
Convention Centre on 15 October,
proudly sponsored by Tradelink!
Driven by key industry organisations
Master Plumbers, the Plumbing and
Pipe Trades Employees Union (PPTEU)
the Plumbing Industry Climate Action
Centre (PICAC), and the National Fire
Industry Association (NFIA), the event

brought together the plumbing and fire
industries to recognise excellence in
training and achievements of individuals
and organisations in the field.
Ken Gardner, Chief Executive Officer of
Master Plumbers, said the awards were
an important initiative for plumbing in
Victoria – an industry that contributes
significantly to the state’s economy,
employing more than 65,000 people.
“We’re proud to be a founding partner in
an event which highlights the importance
of safe, healthy and sustainable practice
across the industry,” Ken said.

“It’s great to have an awards program
that recognises excellence in the
industry – not only among seasoned
professionals, but also among up and
coming apprentices,” said Earl Setches,
Federal President of the PPTEU.
“By promoting the benefits of best
practice, we hope to inspire innovative
business activity that will help grow and
shape the industry in coming years.”
The Plumbing and Fire Industry Awards
recognised plumbers and fire industry
professionals at various stages of their
career, across a range of disciplines as
well as showcasing the achievements of
female professionals, apprentices and
indigenous workers.
One of the key highlights of the night
was the moving speeches made by Doug
McClusky and Vin Ebejer, the dual award
winners of the prestigious William P
Hite Leadership Excellence Award. Their
lifetime contribution to the plumbing
industry, culminating in the establishment
of the Plumbing Industry Climate Action
Centre was rightfully commended.
Tradelink was proud to be the sponsor of
the Andrew Letten Gold Medal, taken out
by rising star Calan Haydon.
Master Plumbers President Scott
Dowsett sees the award as a career
changing milestone.
“The Andrew Letten Gold Medal Award
is a great honour and a career stepping
stone – winners in the past have gone on
to achieve great things in the industry.
Apprentices are the future of our
industry. We’re extremely proud of this
historic award, which highlights and
encourages outstanding performance
among up-and-coming professionals and
would like to thank Tradelink for their
sponsorship.”
A big congratulations to all the winners!
You can check out more snaps from
the big night on the Plumbing and Fire
Industry Awards at facebook.com/
PFIAAwards
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